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One well-known bowhunter
once told me, “When I’m
bowhunting I’d rather forget

my bow than my binoculars. That
way, at least I’d see something.”  I
wouldn’t go quite that far, but I’ve cer-
tainly backtracked on several occa-
sions after discovering I’d exited the
truck without optics. I simply feel
naked without them. I often find
myself reaching for phantom binocu-
lars when something catches my
attention and I want to have a closer
look; even if I do happen to be stand-
ing in the local Home Depot perusing
the flooring material. Binoculars are
as indelibly yoked to hunting as goofy
pants are to golfing. It’s simply diffi-
cult to imagine bowhunting without
them. They level the playing field
while pursuing game with eyesight
much superior to our own. They help
us painlessly discover distant game,
size up a situation or an animal itself,
in short, better enjoy our time afield.

Yet saying the bowhunter needs
optics is like saying a productive
American citizen needs an automo-
bile. They come in all shapes and
sizes, each suited to a specific use or
condition. Following that logic, com-
pact binoculars make as much sense
in a whitetail stand as compact econ-
omy cars do for daily commuters.
Mid-sized binoculars serve as the do-
all option just as the SUV serves the
busy soccer mom with a husband
who takes the kids fishing or camping
weekends. High-objective, steady
glasses are needed in the vastness of
the West just as a 4x4 truck is in rough
mountains or ranchland. Helping
your customers select glass that best
serves their specific needs makes
them more efficient bowhunters.

East vs. West
What emphasis you place on

optic lines, and general model classes,
hinges largely on geographic location.
This is a matter of standard mode of
operation and how terrain and vege-
tation dictates viewing distances. In
very general terms the East spells
whitetail hunting in tight cover. The
average eastern bowhunter installs
himself on a stand, waiting for white-
tail deer, maybe feral hogs, occasion-
ally stepping into a blind to ambush

wild turkeys. Visibility is generally lim-
ited to less than 100 yards, not to men-
tion bigger glass can become a hin-
drance in tight confines. Even
bowhunters still-hunting after a
dampening rain or during game-dis-
tracting windstorms want something
that won’t weigh them down; some-
thing to investigate a patch of hide or
movement showing through brush.

Western bowhunting is different.
While you may sit while guarding
water or a hay-field edge, more often
it’s old-fashioned spot-and-stalk ploys
that put meat in the freezer. Even
when you do sit you’re more likely to
see game well before it approaches. A
binocular that sits steady in the hand
during a long look allows the stalking
bowhunter to visually cross deep
canyons or climb distant mountains
without investing the sweat equity by
doing so afoot.

Finally, the spotting scope, once

regarded as a western concern, now
passes muster across the land. A spot-
ting scopes’ viability is wholly obvious
to the western hunter – sizing up dis-
tant game before assuring a stalk
across treacherous topography is war-
ranted. More recently trophy fever has
swept into the East. The folksy pas-
time of backyard whitetail has turned
into a mania for the biggest antlers.
Whitetail aficionados scour entire
counties looking for record-breaking
antlers the industry requires before
relinquishing any small pat on the
back. The edges of distant agricultural
fields are probed like enemy borders
during summer months. The window-
mounted spotting scope has become
the scouting tool of choice instead of
old-timey Shank’s Mare.

By The Numbers
The terms “compact,” “mid-sized”

and “full-sized/steady” are arbitrary.
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Leica’s laser-rangefinding Geovid binoculars,
in 8x56 or 10x42 models, offer the best of two
worlds in a single unit – best-quality, steady
binoculars for hard-core glassing situations,
and automatic push-button and precise target
distance in one.
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Compact covers a gambit of glass
from truly ridiculous to something
viable in even low-light conditions.
Steady’s open to interpretation, from
models allowing sitting while prop-
ping elbows on bent knees, glassing a
hillside a half-mile away (like a 10x40),
to something requiring a tripod
mount to avoid raging nausea while
probing distant middle distances
(15x60 as an example).

All optics carry numbers indicat-
ing particular qualities. For the basis
of example let’s use an 8x32. The first
number, as most no doubt under-
stand, is the magnification or power
of that binocular. Objects viewed
through this glass appear eight times
closer than when viewed by the
unaided eye. The second number, 32,
is the size of the objective lens (one
facing viewed object) in millimeters.
The objective lens is essentially an
optic’s window. Images are carried on

light waves, so the more light allowed
through, the brighter (and sharper)
the image – especially in low-light sit-
uations.  

By dividing objective-lens diame-
ter by power you receive the exit pupil
diameter in millimeters. In our 8x32
example that means four; or 4mm.
The larger the exit pupil, the brighter
images will appear. In very general
terms – subjects such as lens coatings
aside (more in a bit) – a 4mm exit
pupil provides ample low-light clarity.
In fact, with 10x40s you can normally
see better in low-light than with your
own eyes. This is helpful, say, when
sizing up the antlers of a whitetail
directly beneath our stand on an over-
cast evening or in deep woods, know-
ing your outfitter has instituted a P&Y
minimum (a hefty fine levied for any
lesser buck). It also means that they
better deliver contrast, say, that lets
you make out a mule deer bedded in
an evergreen cave or black bear feed-
ing in black shadows.

Fall below 3.5mm, for example an
8x25 or 10x28 binocular, and you’ll
receive no more detail from your glass
in low light situations than you would
your own eyesight. Every bit you gain
above 4mm means all the better you
can see in outright dark conditions –
say a bull elk bugling in a meadow
while you anxiously await shooting
hours. An extreme example would
include an 8x56. In the simplest terms
possible, opting for carrying ease nor-
mally sacrifices low-light capabilities
— opting for the highest “light-gather-
ing” capabilities typically boosts bulk
and/or weight.

Cost Benefits
I’ve long held that you get what

you pay for in optics, and while that’s
still largely true for those who abuse
their optics on a daily bases for
months on end (a big-game guide for
instance), for the admitted weekend
warrior there are a plethora of options
including wide value-to-cost quo-
tients. Plastic parts instead of metal
(especially key ingredients such as
optics tubes), plain verses rubber
armored exteriors, most especially,
sophisticated lens coatings, are what
separate the most expensive (and
best) from budget models. A milled

aircraft-aluminum or magnesium
alloy lens barrel obviously withstands
more abuse than molded plastic.
Rubber armor protects optics from
hard knocks. Interior purging gases
(normally nitrogen or argon) and
water-tight seals prevent fogging and
moisture leakage that cloud your view
and damage optics. These are added
costs that any customer understands.

The advantages of superior lens
coatings are sometimes more difficult
to grasp. The very best coatings help
the treated lens resist scratching to an
incredible degree, a complicated
chemical process actually making the
surface harder than the glass itself.
Coatings also aid light transmission
and deter color shifts (aberation) of
viewed objects. The best lens coatings
require lengthy procedures under
exacting conditions. This adds con-
siderably to the cost but means that
wiping lenses with a shirt corner to
remove accumulated dust or moisture
– as any bowhunter will eventually do
– won’t inflict permanent damage.
Customers should understand that
purchasing budget-priced glass
requires more careful treatment if
they expect them to endure. Better
coatings also mean more efficient
light transfer in low-light conditions. 

Back East Compacts
Judging from the number of

compacts I saw dangling from
clients’ necks (and riding inside shirt
pockets) while outfitting and which I
continue to witness in hunting
camps around the globe, they’re
hugely popular with a huge number
of serious bowhunters. The best offer
decent light-gathering abilities and
absorb reasonable abuse without
damage. They’re also some of the
most affordable glasses in the mar-
ketplace (even at the very top end),
that feature alone making them hot
sellers. 

Companies such as Bushnell
have long created affordable binocu-
lar options, with that brand’s
Excursion 8x28 and 10x28, Trophy
8x27, 10x27 and Realtree Hardwoods
10x27 offering real bargains in com-
pact lines. Both Excursion and
Trophy models include fully multi-
layered glass, lightweight composite
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chassis in roof-prism designs that are
100 percent waterproof.

I like the looks of Kowa’s new
Genesis BD25 Series Binoculars. They
include green rubber armoring and
soft eyecups, large focusing knobs
and complete waterproof protection.
They aren’t cheap, but they aren’t the
most expensive either. The more
affordable BD25 Series is offered in
8x25 and 10x25. 

Carson’s No-Fault, No-Hassle
Warranty inspires confidence in a
rubber-armored line of waterproof
glass priced to sell. Compact models
include the XM 8x25 and 10x25 and
YK 8x28 and 10x28. 

Vortex delivers advanced coatings
resistant to scratching, click-stop
diopter adjustments, rubber armor
and complete waterproof assurance.
Fury compact roof prisms are offered
in 8x28 and 10x28, the updated
Diamondback in 8x28 and 10x28, the
latter including sure-grip checkered
barrels. Alpen Optics has created a big
splash with rugged, rubber-armored
designs that are multi-coated and
waterproof. The newest compact
includes the Rainier 10x32.

Nikon burst onto the optics scene
with glass that delivers great value for
the money. Their compact line is no
exception, top picks including the
Trailblazer Waterproof ATB 8x25 and
10x25 in Realtree Hardwoods Green
HD and Realtree Outdoors 10x25,
though there are others. Leupold has
earned a reputation for some of the
best rifle scopes around, carrying that
trusted name into the binocular
dodge. The new Olympic Compact
Dual Hinge Series, in 8x and 10x25, are
tough and waterproof and available in
Mossy Oak Treestand.   

You’ve heard of Brunton in con-
junction with quality camping gear,
but they’ve also become a growing
concern in optics. Their best com-
pacts include the Echo 8x25 and
10x25 on the most affordable end,
Epoch 8x21 in the middle and Eterna
8x25 and 10x25 at the top of the price
scale. They include polymer, alu-
minum and magnesium alloy frames,
respectively. All include phase and
prism coating, waterproof protection
and customer-protection warranties.  

German-made Steiner is a step up

in price and quality. The Predator C5
line includes coatings to help separate
browns, reds and grays – wildlife col-
ors – from screening greens. They also
offer protective rubber armor and
soft, wrap-around eyecups, in com-
pact 8x22, 8x30 and 10x26 offerings. 

And, of course, at the very top are
Swarovski (Austria), Leica and Carl
Zeiss (Germany). You can get into
heated campfire arguments about
who’s the best of the three, but one
thing’s clear, they’re not cheap, even in
compacts, but all made to last a life-
time and offering the most sophisti-
cated technology and lens coatings
around. Swarovski’s 8x20 B and 10x25
B Pocket, Leica’s Ultravid BR 8x20 and
10x25, and Zeiss’ Conquest 8x20 and
10x25 are the best in this class.

Transition Glass
You might label them mid-sized

glass, small enough to stay out of the
way while on stand, big enough to
serve on western elk or turkey. Glass in
the 8x30 to 8x32 are a perfect compro-
mise for the archer wanting more in
the way of light-gathering capabilities,
without being weighed down by a big-
ger binocular. If a customer leans
toward a light-gathering glass, but
doesn’t want the bulk, this is an easy
sell; East or West.

Bushnell’s affordable options
include the Legend 8x32 roof-prism
Realtree AP HD; with rubber armor-
ing, lightweight magnesium chassis,
Rainguard HD lens coating, and
water- and shockproof dependability.
The Excursion – mentioned earlier –
with Realtree AP HD rubber armor –
also comes in an 8x32.

New and exciting TruGlo Tru-
Bright Binoculars are compact roof-
prism designs including phase-coated
prisms and three-element objectives,
which are fully multi-coated and
include hydrophobic lens coatings.
Twist-up eyecups (with soft, wrap-
around sides) and diopter adjust-
ments both include click stops. They
are fog, water and shock proof and
include a textured synthetic covering
for a sure grip, plus matte finish on all
metal parts. An 8x32 is part of the line.   

Kowa’s BD32 Series, like the more
compact BD25, is made for rough use,
the 8x32 including the same water-
proof dependability of its little broth-
er. The newer, high-end Kowa Genesis
33 — in 8x33 — offers superior light
transmission in a remarkably-com-
pact package. Carson also offers an
8x32 in the XM and YK Series, with
fully multi-coated lens, O-ring seals,
phase coated and waterproof con-
struction – plus the same excellent
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Nikon has become a go-to, one-stop shop for bowhunting optics needs; from some of
the best laser rangefinders in the business, to binoculars and spotting scopes. Included
with the author’s trophy Montana pronghorn are Nikon’s Monarch 10x42 binoculars
and ED-50 spotting scope.
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warrantee as the rest of the line.
Vortex’s answer is the rugged Viper
and Crossfire 8x32, with the same rub-
ber armor and soft eyecups that make
their compact model a great choice.
Alpen’s 8x32 Apex also fills the bill,
including rubber armor and water-
proof guarantee.   

The Nikon Monarch Series is one
of the best deals in optics; affordable,
crystal-clear and dependable. The
Monarch Dream Season ATB 8x36 in
Mossy Oak Obsession, plus black or
Realtree APG HD models, include
multi-coated lens and phase-correct-
ed prisms, rubber-armored body,
lightweight, slim design, multi-set-
ting click-stop eyecups and excep-
tional low-light performance. Last
year the EDG was introduced to rave
reviews. This is the best – and most
expensive – Nikon binocular in the
line, the split-body holding extra-low
dispersion lenses, lightweight rub-
ber-armor and magnesium alloy
frame. An 8x32 is part of that lineup.

Leupold offers a couple binocu-
lars in this class, from the high-end
Golden Ring (8x32mm HD) to the
super-compact, affordable Katmai
Series. Golden Ring optics includes
DiamondCoat, HD and Index
Matched Lens System and locking
system to keep your glass in a pre-
ferred position. The Katmai includes
ergonomic, compact design and
twist-up eyecups. Both are complete-
ly waterproof and include full and
limited lifetime warrantees (Golden
Ring and Katmai, respectively).   

Brunton’s line includes two mid-
sized options in the Echo line and
one in the Lite-Tech. The Echo’s a
mid-priced glass including a polymer
body, the Lite-Tech a budget-binocu-
lar priced a third less. Look for both
in 8x32. Steiner Germany gives the
bowhunter two mid-size choices; the
Predator 8x30 and alloy-bodied
Merlin 8x32 — both with rugged rub-
ber coating and gin-clear resolution.
One of my favorite “lower-high-end”
glasses in regards to fair price,
uncompromising dependability and
superior optics as good as anything
out there is Kahles Optik. The
Austrian firm is the oldest hunting
optics manufacturer in the world,
current models made to be light-

weight, highly-compact and inde-
structible. They provide excellent
ergonomics and complete water-
proof qualities, and are offered in an
8x32. 

Of the “Big Three,” Swarovski
offers the high-end EL 8x32 WB split-
body, SLCnew 8x30 WB solid body
and traditional style Habicht 8x30;
Leica the Ultravid 10x32 HD (with
water-repellent AquaDuraTM lens
coating); Zeiss the Victory FL 8x32
and Conquest 8x30.

Out West Workhorses
Whether searching for bedded

deer, dogging bugling elk or attempt-
ing to mentally coax that distant
pronghorn into your water-hole, a
sturdy workhorse glass is highly wel-
comed. They’re steady enough for all-
day marathons behind the glass, bet-
ter reveal distant game, and are pierc-
ing enough to separate a bugling bull
from shadow or late-evening gloom.
Most customers choose eight or 10
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www.kowa-usa.com
Kowa Optimed . 20001 S. Vermont Avenue 
Torrance, CA 90502
800.966.5692

SERIES

Diopter Lock

Precise Color Definition

Close Focus of 1.5m (5.0 feet)

Large Focusing Knob & Smooth Focusing

Lightweight (21 oz.)

Ask about our dealer program.

Circle 245 on Response Card
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power. Some say they can see their
heart beat in 10s (as the scene shakes
slightly) while others simply want the
additional magnification that power
represents. I’d say  10x represents all
the glass the average hunter can han-
dle without a tripod mount (more
later). Objectives in this class start at
40mm, as in 10x40, and normally stop
at 56mm – real lightmongers. 

One of the newest names in this
optics class is Opti-Logic, the makers
of the original tilt-compensated laser
rangefinder. These affordable 8x42 or
10x50 binoculars are waterproof, full
multi- and phase-coated for high clar-
ity and brightness and include pop-
up eye cups. They’re protected by
non-reflective rubberized coating. In
short, they offer premium perfor-
mance at an affordable price. The
brand-new TruGlo Tru-Bright
Binocular, detailed earlier, is also
available in 8x and 10x42.  

Of course Bushnell has options
for every budget. Choose from the
top-end Elite Series (owning quality
that’ll go head-to-head with German
glass at about half the price) and Elite
e2; mid-priced Infinity, Legend Ultra
HD; or budget-priced Legend,
Excursion EX, Excursion and Trophy.
The Elite — with checkered rubber,
split body and XTR Technology six-
layer coating – includes 8x43, 10x43
and 10x50 options. The Elite e2, with
many of the same features, and
aspherical lenses for superior edge-
to-edge resolution, is offered in an 8x
and 10x42. The Infinity line includes
both the 8.5x and 10.5x45mm; the
Legend Ultra HD 8x and 10x42 (the
latter offered in Realtree AP HD); the
Realtree AP HD Legend 8x and 10-x42;
the split-body Excursion EX 8x and
10x42 (also in a Realtree AP HD ver-
sion); the Excursion an 8x and 10x42;
and the Trophy an 8x and 10x42 and
10x50. Models up to and including the
Legend include Rainguard HD lens
protection, all models mentioned are
completely waterproof and rubber
armored. 

Kowa’s top-end Genesis/XD44
Series — with XD lenses, magnesium
alloy body, diopter lock, objective-
lens filter threads and complete
waterproof assurance — comes in a
10.5x44. The lower-cost BD42

includes both an 8x and 10x42 model
and 100 percent waterproof construc-
tion (they also offer a Realtree model).
Of those Carson models already men-
tioned, they can also be had in a XM
8x42, YK 8x and 10x42. Vortex’s top-
end Razor is a split-body binocular
with HD lens, Armor Tek rubber
armor, XR lens coatings, tapered,
multi-position eyecups and complete
waterproof qualities. They’re offered
in 8x and 10x42 or 8.5x and 10x50. The
mid-priced Vortex Viper, mentioned
earlier, includes an 8x and 10x42 or
8.5x and 10x50; the Fury an 8x and
10x42; the Diamondback an 8x and
10x42 or 8.5x and 10x50; and the
Crossfire an 8x and 10x42. Alpen’s
newest offering includes the mid-
priced, rubber-armored Teton models
in 8.5x and 10x50.

Nikon’s Monarch Series, men-
tioned earlier, include a Dream
Season ATB 8.5x and 10x56 (in Mossy
Oak Obsession), the same in blue-
gray, plus the 8x and 10x42 in blue-
gray and Realtree APG HD. They’ve
become one of bowhunting’s most
popular binoculars due to a fair price
for plenty of quality. New for 2009 the
split-body Monarch X Binocular
includes a 45mm objective lens for
added light-gathering capabilities.
Offered in 8.5x and 10.5x45, they also
include multi-position click-stop eye-
cups and crisper images. Last year’s
high-quality EDG, mentioned earlier,
also includes 7x, 8x and 10x42 models.

The Full Lifetime-Guaranteed,
high-end Leupold Golden Ring
includes the features mentioned ear-
lier, and is also available in an 8x and
10x42. In mid-priced, Leupold Green
Ring Limited Lifetime-warranted
models look to the new 8.5x and
10.5x45 Northfork Series, a tough and
waterproof, fully-coated binocular
offered in black and Mossy Oak
Break-Up. The Pinnacles Series – in
8x and 10x42 – has similar features
and interchangeable eyecups; avail-
able in black. To round out the line
the split-body Mojave Series, in 8x
and 10x42 or 10x50, can be ordered in
Mossy Oak Treestand, while the
Olympic Series includes 8x42 and
10x50 options and black or Realtree
Advantage rubber armoring — all
with warrantees to cover binoculars

for the life of their owner.
Brunton is well represented by

their top-end Epoch (priced and
designed to compete with German
glass at around $2,000), Eterna and
Echo lines. The magnesium alloy-
framed Epoch is offered in a 7.5x, 8.5x
and 10.5x, all with 43mm objective.
They are covered by a HALO Lifetime
Warrantee and available in Mossy Oak
Break-Up and Treestand. Aluminum-
framed, mid-priced Eterna options
include 8x and 11x45 models, while
the Echo economy line shows an 8x
and 10x42. 

The entire Steiner line’s sprinkled
with full-sized binocular options,
including an 8x and 10x44 Peregrine
XP, 10x50 Nighthunter XP, 8x and
10x42 or 10x50 Merlin options, and
10x42 and 10x50 in the Predator C5
line. Those bulletproof Kahles men-
tioned earlier are also offered in a
rock-solid 8x42 and 10x42, and in
Realtree camouflage.                                   

Cream de la Cream
The top optics makers really

come into their own in this depart-
ment. These are the binoculars all
other manufacturers aspire to, what
every archer wishes to own, what the
most serious bowhunters eventually
invest in. They’re built to last a lifetime
and at upwards of $1,350 to $2,300,
they should be; consequently, each
carries unconditional lifetime war-
rantees. 

Swarovski’s EL is one of the best of
the best, the original split-bodied
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Truglo’s Trubrite 8x32
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binocular that also carries some of the
best glass on earth. They are offered in
8.5x and 10x42 WB. The SLCnew was
the company’s top dog before the
introduction of the EL, rock solid and
indestructible, the “new” added after
improvements to ergonomics were
added. Look for them in 7x42 B, 7x50
WB, 10x42 WB, 8x and 10x50 WB and
8x56 B. Classic-look Habicht 7x42 and
10x40 are also available.

Leica’s Ultravid HD Range offer
the ultimate in light-gathering abili-
ties in the 42 HD series, HD indicating
High Definition lenses and also
including AquaDura coating for
greater visibility in nasty weather. The
10x42 HD is almost as compact as the
company’s 32 mm model and
includes super-bright FL lenses. The
42 BL series includes a classic leather
covering and extreme light weight. For
the bowhunter who can afford them,
newer Geovid Binoculars combine
high performance binoculars with a
state-of-the-art, built-in laser
rangefinder; available in 8x56 or 10x42
models.                         

Zeiss is one of the most recog-
nized names in optics, representing
the pinnacle of the optics art. The
Victory FL includes superior handling
characteristics and LutuTec water and
oil repellent protective coating. Full-
sized models are offered in 7x, 8x and
10x42 and “Extended Use” 8x and
10x56. The Conquest Family of Zeiss
binoculars were introduced as a
lower-cost alternative (starting at
$1,350), for best in class performance
and superior value. They are available
in Full-Sized 8x and 10x40 and
Extended Use 8x and 10x50. Newer to
the line the Victory 8x45 T* RF and
10x45 T* RF are innovative, compact
range-finding binoculars that include
high-performance optics, precise
laser range-finding with LED displays,
and Ballistic Information System
(more important to rifle hunters).

Big Guns
Tripod-mounted binoculars, not

incidentally, gained popularity at
about the same time Southwest Coues
whitetail crept into the national con-
science. Bowhunters have since
learned that these powerful glasses
give them the edge anywhere game is

sought at extra-long ranges, or any
other extremely demanding glassing
situation. Many high-country mule
deer and sheep hunters now find
them indispensable, though they
remain a decided specialty item. 

I’ll not spend too much time on
these for this reason alone. Bushnell
offers the Elite 12.5x50 and Legend
12x50, and a Binocular Tripod
Adaptor. Kowa offers the monstrous
High Lander Series, with 82mm
Fluorite or Normal lenses, which
include either 21x, 32x or 50x eye-
pieces, angled upward for easier view-
ing. They retail for nearly $3,000.
Carson’s YK 12x50 includes Mossy Oak
Obsession rubber armor, and a tripod
adaptor is available. 

Brand new for 2009, Vortex’s
Kaibab is a high-end 15x56 that rides
easily in a small daypack. The Binoc-
Pod is specially designed to hold these
binoculars during prolonged viewing.
Other Vortex options include a 12x50
Razor and 15x50 Viper. In Alpen look
to the Magnaview 12x and 16x52.
Leupold’s split-body Mojave series in
12x50 and Nikon’s 12x56 Monarch
ATB provide budget-priced options
for long-range magnification. 

Brunton’s Eterna ELO is available
in 12x and 15x51, while Steiner offers
the 12x56 Nighthunter XP in this class.
When money is no object, look to
Zeiss’ Conquest High Power 12x45
and 15x45 or Swarovski’s SLCnew
15x56 WB.     

Scoping It Out          
Spotting scopes once came in two

choices; cheap models that offered
poor resolution when you needed it
most; and high-end models that were
difficult to justify financially – and big
enough to justify a mule to tote them.
That has changed. The industry trend
has been toward more affordable
“mid-priced” units (as well as more
expensive in some areas) that seem to
become more compact every season.
Fixed-power scopes were once the
choice for clarity, but new technology
lends variable models gin-clear reso-
lution. Variables also allow customers
to more quickly find distant game,
backing off magnification to locate
the animal before zooming in for a
closer look. When heat waves distort

the view during early-seasons or sum-
mer scouting, it’s also nice to be able
to back off to clear the picture. 

Bushnell has long been ahead of
the curve in affordable, compact spot-
ting scopes, though today their rub-
ber-armored models seem to have
gotten even smaller and brighter. At
the top end of their hunting line is the
Elite Series, including a 20-60x80 with
angled or straight eyepiece, 20-60x70
roof prism (straight) and 15-45x60
straight compact. The Legend Ultra
HD line includes three highly-com-
pact scopes that are easy to stash and
carry. They include two 12-36x50 (one
straight, another angled) and a 20-
60x80. All to this point include
RainGuard HD rain-shedding lens
coatings. The extra-compact
Excursion Series is more affordable, in
two 15-45x60 models, one with Mil-
Dot reticule, and a 20-60x80. The lat-
ter includes ED Prime Glass and com-
plete waterproofness.  

Kowa seems serious about spot-
ting scopes, with nearly 20 scopes
offered in their catalog. They include
magnesium alloy bodies, compact
dimensions and rubber armor. The
TSN-880 Series – 88mm objective lens
— is Kowa’s flagship spotting scope,
offered in High Grade or with pricey
Prominar Fluorite Crystal lenses,
straight and angled eyepieces. The
TSN-770, TSN-660 and -600 include
77mm, 66mm and 60mm objective
lenses, respectively, offered with high
grade or Prominar XD lenses and
angled or straight eyepieces. All are
protected by rubber coatings and are
waterproof. Individual eyepieces are

Circle 262 on Response Card
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chosen in 20-60x, 30x or 25x for 880
and 770 series scopes; 20-60x, 20-40x,
20x, 30x, 25x and 45x for 660 and 600
models.

Vortex’s newest offering is called
the Razor HD, a highly-compact,
super-tough angled scope wrapped
around a magnesium alloy body and
20-60x85 dimensions. They are water,
fog and shock proof, include a rotat-
ing body for added viewing options
and dual focus. The Skyline was
updated for 2009, in 20-60x80 angled
and straight, and 20-60x80 ED angled
and straight, which include impact-
resistant bodies for less weight. For
even more compact lines the Nomad
20-60x60 and 20-60x80, angled or
straight, includes similar construction
and waterproof qualities. The Impact
uses mirror technology to create a 25-
75x70mm scope that weighs only 38
ounces and includes soda-can
dimensions; without losing water and
shock-proof qualities.

Alpen’s spotting scope line is also
extensive with 11 models. New last
year, the EP is the company’s best, a
20-60x80 scope with straight eyepiece
and complete waterproofing. Also
new last year the Rainier 20-60x80 45
degree is much the same, with an
angled eyepiece for easier viewing.
These are but the highlights in this
extensive lineup. 

Nikon’s all-new EDG Fieldscope
is super compact and lightweight,
sharp, high-quality resolution provid-
ed via ED glass lenses found in the
company’s best binoculars. They are
offered in 16-48x65 and 20-60x85.
With a price tag from $2,700 to $3,300
they are comparable to the very best
German scopes in every way. For my
money the Nikon Fieldscope ED can’t
be beat. I had the pleasure to field test
one of these compact scopes and
found it razor sharp and easy to use.
They are offered in 25-75x82 straight
body, 20-60x60 angled and straight
and 13-30x50 angled (the scope I test-
ed). The Nikon ProStaff Waterproof
20-60x82 and 16-48x65 – in Realtree
Hardwoods Green HD or black –
include sliding sunshades and
removable peep sight for easier target
acquisition. Finally, the Spotter XL II
Waterproof and Team Realtree ver-
sion, are budget-priced, straight

scopes in 16-48x60 configuration. All
include a No-Fault Policy warrantee
and are completely waterproof.   

Brunton’s spotting scopes are
found in the Eterna line, priced from
$1,600 (Full-Sized, angled and
straight) to $770 (Compact). There are
six in all, broken into Full Size, Mid
Size and Compact, and all rubber
armored. The Full Size line includes a
20-60x80, angled and straight, the
Mid Size a 20-36x62 angled and
straight and an 18-38x50 and 12-
36x50 in Compact models. They
include ED fluorite glass and com-
plete waterproof qualities. They are
also available in Mossy Oak Break-Up
and Treestand finishes. Leupold is no
stranger to spotting scopes. Full-
Lifetime warranted Golden Ring
models include 10-20x40 and 15-
30x50 Compact and 12-40x60 in stan-
dard and HD models. The less expen-
sive Green Ring Sequoia line is
offered in 15-45x60 straight and
angled, and 20-60x80 straight and
angled. All are covered by a Limited
Lifetime warrantee.    

Swarovski Optik spotters come at
a price but are considered by some
professionals to be the best available.
The ATS (angled) and STS (straight) 65
and 80 (HD) are scopes that are
extremely easy to handle, with com-
pact lines and robust aluminum
housings protected by rubber armor-
ing. Of course they carry some of the
best glass in the business.
Interchangeable eyepieces include
20x, 30x and 20-60x. The revolution-
ary CTC 30x75 and 85 include a tele-
scoping design that allows them to be
compacted for toting, extended when
needed. Of particular interest to those
who own EL and SLC binocular mod-
els, the Binocular-Booster doubles the
magnification of these optics by
unscrewing an eyepiece and replacing
it with the Booster.

Zeiss’ Diascope system allows
magnification from 15x to 60x in a
compact design offering either 65mm
or 85mm objective lenses. They are
offered in angled- and straight-view-
ing models and include LotuTec coat-
ing that repels water and dirt and
allows easy and lasting cleaning.
Leica’s Televid spotting scopes incor-
porate highly-corrected glass for high-

quality viewing, magnesium bodies
and fully rubber coating, plus
AquaDura dirt and fog repelling coat-
ing. The Apo-Telivid 65 and 82 (mm)
include apochromatically-corrected,
fluoride lenses that increase light
transmission. Both can be fitted with
Leica’s new 25-50x wide-angle eye-
piece.

Conclusion
This is by no means a complete

list of today’s optics offerings. Optics
companies seem to pop up like mush-
rooms after a rainstorm, models
changing with the fall leaves. These
are simply models we deemed most
interesting or viable to the intrepid
bowhunter, East or West. No matter
which line or models you choose just
remember that every archer – 3-D tar-
get head and bowhunter alike – needs
optics. Even at the low end of the
price-point scale optics companies
have become better than ever in back-
ing their products – some of them
unconditionally — taking a lot of the
risk out of handling these often big
ticket items. And many are pricey
indeed (kept carefully under lock and
key in a glass display case). As such
you may want to offer layaway and
“90-days, same as cash” buyer’s
incentives. Of course there is mail
order to contend with, but when cus-
tomers are contemplating an outlay
of this magnitude, most are willing to
spend a bit more to handle product
during the heavy decision-making
process. Being ready to explain the
features and benefits of your prod-
ucts is part of what successfully sell-
ing optics is all about.

Genesis-33 from Kowa Optimed
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